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ABSTRACT 
Double-layer space trusses are frequently used all over the world for covering large-span 
industrial buildings, exhibition centers, stadiums, auditoriums and hangars. We know there 
are many kinds of imperfections in space structure elements, which include both material and 
geometric that make factual behavior Prediction of structures very difficult or impossible. 
Elements with initial geometric imperfections in space trusses are a common phenomenon; in 
addition, equivalent initial geometric imperfections can be applied for modeling of residual 
stresses or eccentric loading effect. The number of members in the space structures is usually 
high as is the diversity in the kind of initial imperfection. The structure must be analyzed with 
non-linear methods, making these approaches time consuming, and potentially uneconomical. 
In addition, because vulnerability of double-layer grid space structures to progressive collapse 
phenomenon, it is necessary to pay special attention to this phenomenon in the design process. 
Double layer grid trusses, because of their large degree of static indeterminacy, are often 
assumed to have sufficient redundancy such that the loss of one member would cause force 
redistributions that can be accommodated by the remaining structure but progressive collapse 
phenomenon can limit the load bearing capacity. In this study, we have studied final load 
bearing capacity and collapse mechanism by nonlinear static approach for the sake of 
nonlinear analysis SAP2000-V16 program has been used for our double-layer space trusses 
model and In order to determine non-linear pre-buckling and post-buckling analysis of 
compressive element, LUSAS software including BM3 element has been used. 
 
Keywords: Collapse mechanism, Double-layer space trusses, imperfections 
ÖZET 
Çift katmanlı uzay kafesler tüm dünyada çoğunlukla büyük açıklıklı sanayi binaları, sergi 
merkezleri, stadyumlar, amfileri ve hangarlarda kullanılmaktadır 
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Uzay yapı elemanlarında, yapının gerçek davranışını tahmin etmeyi zorlaştıran veya imkânsız 
yapan birçok çeşit malzeme ve geometrik kusurların olduğunu biliyoruz. Uzay kafeslerde 
başlangıç geometrik kusurlu elemanlar genel bir olgudur; buna ek olarak, eşdeğer başlangıç 
geometrik kusurlar artık gerilmeler veya eksantrik yükleme etkisinin modellemesi için 
uygulanabilir 
 Uzay yapılardaki eleman sayısı genellikle başlangıç kusurların tipi kadar yüksek 
çeşitliliktedir. Yapı, zaman tüketen ve potansiyel olarak ekonomik olmayan lineer olmayan 
metotlarla analiz edilmelidir. Buna ilaveten, çift-katmanlı ızgara uzay yapıların kademeli 
çökme tehlikesi, tasarım aşamasında bu olguya dikkat etmeyi gerektiriyor. Çift katmanlı 
ızgara kafeslerin yüksek derecedeki statik kararsızlığından dolayı, çoğunlukla yeterli sayıda 
fazla elemanın olduğu kabul edilir, öyle ki bir elemanın kaybı yükün tekrar dağılımını yapının 
kalan kısmı tarafından karşılanabilir fakat kademeli çökme, yük taşıma kapasitesini 
sınırlayabilir. Bu çalışmada, lineer olmayan statik yaklaşım kullanılarak nihai çökme 
mekanizması ve yük taşıma kapasitesi incelenmiştir. Çift katmanlı uzay kafeslerin 
modellemesi için SAP2000-V16 programı kullanılmıştır ve basınç elemanlarının burkulma 
öncesi ve burkulma sonrası lineer olmayan analizi yapmak için, LUSAS programı ve BM3 
elemanı kullanılmıştır. 
 
Anahtar Kelimeler: Çökme Mekanizması, Çift-Katmanlı Uzay Kafesler, Kusurlar 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Double layer grids are typical examples of prefabricated space structures and also one of the 
most popular forms which are frequently used nowadays[1]. These structures have proved to 
be very economic in terms of the height and ease in construction[2]. Double-layer reticulated 
structures are generally indeterminate from statically point of view, as occasionally there are 
no problems in stability and structure efficiency and even with an elimination of structure 
elements of 15%–25%, this preconception sometimes causes the engineers to be mislead 
about the estimation of the structure safety factor. When one of the compressive elements 
yields, truss stiffness decreases. After the buckling of the compressive element, its force is 
shed among the other elements. Consequently, other bars are buckled and lead to progressive 
collapse phenomenon that imposes an impact dynamic effect on the structure [3]. 
Applications of double-layer space structures are numerous and include the notorious 
Hartford Coliseum space roof truss in Connecticut, USA [4]. However, the unfortunate 
catastrophic failure of this particular space roof truss in 1978 resulted in extensive research on 
the progressive failure of space trusses Obviously, the aftermath of any building collapse is 
disastrous and very unfortunate, however, the failure of the Coliseum roof along with other 
failures in more conventional structures has led structural engineers to realize the importance 
[5]. The Hartford Civic Center Coliseum collapsed in the early morning hours on January 18, 
1978. Hosting site for various concerts and hockey games, the building was filled with nearly 
five thousand spectators only hours before the collapse. It is not uncommon to see heavy 
snow storms in Hartford, Connecticut, but the winter on 1978 caused the largest snow storm 
in the five year life span of the arena. Loading from the snow caused the 300 ft. by 360 ft. 
space frame roof to deflect so much, the center fell 83 ft. in upon itself, as seen in Figure 1. 
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Figure1. Hartford Civic Center Coliseum after collapsing 
 
Space frame construction consists of top and bottom square grids with nodal joints on center, 
connected by diagonal staggered bars. This type of construction resembles pyramid trusses of 
steel bars linked together into a uniform roof structure. The horizontal bars of the Hartford 
Civic Center connected at one node, while the diagonal members connected at another 
separate node below the first, creating a bending moment. Nodes being separated from one 
another was a byproduct of the use of steel angles configured into a cross shape. A cross 
shape offers significantly less efficiency in compression than a tube shape because it bends 
and twists under relatively low stresses. Lateral bracing of the top chords was met through 
diagonals in the interior of the frame, but along the edges there was no means to prevent out-
of-plane bending. Therefore, for determining real behavior of structure, tensional and 
compressive behavior of elements after reaching critical load must be considered in analysis, 
and the structure analyzing process must continue until the overall collapse of the structure. 
Usually, when a tensional element reaches yield load, its load capacity increases as a result of 
strain hardening [2], however, when a compressive element buckles, load capacity decreases. 
The stiffness of post-buckling compressive elements has an effective influence on the total 
behavior of the element. It means that, if compressive elements become unstable and abruptly 
sheds its load to the other elements, its effect will be worse than when the load gradually 
sheds on the other elements [6].In most buckling methods, the load-displacement behavior of 
the compressive element should be determined first, and then the results can be used in the 
modeling of nonlinear compressive elements behavior. There will be three collapse 
mechanisms for the structures mentioned below: overall collapse, local collapse with dynamic 
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snap through, and local collapse without snap-through, we know reticulated shells have the 
same specification similar to reticulated and shell structures and will encounter with problems 
of both structures[7]. 
 
2. MODELING 
 
2.1. FLAT DOUBLE-LAYER TRUSS 
 
The flat double-layer truss that has been used in this study includes the pin ended connections. 
The dimension of the structure plan is 40 *40 m at top layer and 38*38m at bottom layer, 
which is almost square on square. The distance between two layers is 1.80m. the element 
length in flat double-layer grid are 2m for lower and upper layer elements and 2.2891 m for 
diagonal members as Figure 2. The model with a depth of 2.2891 m allows every diagonal  
member to be the same length. The whole space truss model was simply supported All of the 
supports were positioned along all external edge at the truss lower layer edges. The used 
imperfection was geometrical imperfection with an initial deviation at the element midpoint. 
The maximum initial deviation of the member at mid-point from the chord line was taken to 
be ε=0.005similar to author previous work [3]. The material is steel and its yield stress is 250 
MPa and yang module is 210000 MPa. Flat double-layer truss has been design for 400 kg/m
2
 
loading at upper layer and the structure has been designed with linear analysis according to 
AISC-ASD89 with SAP2000 then nonlinear static analysis has been done (Figure3). 
 
Figure2.  3D model and elevation view of used flat double-layer truss 
 
 
 
Figure3. Loaded model 
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2.2 ANALYSES OF COMPRESSIVE ELEMENTS IN THE FINITE ELEMENT 
METHOD [3] 
 
In order to do non-linear pre-buckling and post buckling analysis, LUSAS software and BM3 
element has been used for compressive element modeling. The material is steel and its yield 
stress is 250 MPa and young modulus is 210000 MPa. All profiles were selected from steel 
tube with an external radius of 80 mm and a wall thickness of 8 mm. 
-Complete elasto-plastic stress-strain relationship for material is considered and regardless of 
hardening effect, we assumed a symmetric relationship for a stress-strain diagram  
-We assumed the element section to be prismatic and symmetric. 
-We generalized each element to ten equal parts to achieve reliable results. 
-We used the Kirchhoff thin beam model to determine the behavior of the compressive 
elements regardless of the shear deforming effect. 
-If the compressive elements became straight with homogenous material, pure compressive 
condition was said to have occurred. However, there were not any ideal compressive elements 
with the mentioned characteristics. Some imperfections may create a bending moment in the 
compressive elements and decrease the load bearing capacity. 
-In this study the compressive element initial curvature as a geometric imperfection was 
considered as ε=0.005. 
-We assumed that compressive elements do not have local instability. In order to determine a 
compressive element load-displacement relationship we can use a statically large deformation 
elasto-plastic non-linear analysis while both material and geometric nonlinearity analyses 
have been used (Figure 3) [5]. 
-Drawing an equilibrium non-linear route until reaching the buckling load was done by 
Newton-Raphson repetitive method. This method has been diverged due to being a singular 
stiffness matrix adjacent to buckling critical point; consequently it would not be efficient. In 
order to draw a balanced route adjacent with a critical point, we used the arc length method. 
 
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
3.2. RESULT OF NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF FLAT DOUBLE LAYER TRUSS 
 
 
As a result of nonlinear static analysis that has been shown in Fig 4, it is obvious that the 
system rigidity is very high and the flat double layer truss failure type is overall collapse. 
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3.3. PROPAGATION OF PLASTIC HINGES FORMATION AT THE TOP LAYER 
OF DOUBLE LAYER TRUSS  
 
 
Step1 
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Step2 
 
 
Step3. 
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Step4. 
 
Step5. 
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Step6. 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
Very systematic nonlinear and linear analysis is presented for double layer grid behavior 
prediction in scientific research papers. But they are very time consuming. In this study, 
capability of sap2000 program for nonlinear static analysis by considering initial imperfection 
has been investigated and failure mechanism after compressive element buckling has been 
evaluated by plastic hinges formation and the final load bearing capacity can be extracted.  As 
a result, SAP2000 can be used as a useful program for nonlinear-static analysis at flat double 
layer trusses. 
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